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Abstract
Modal analysis is a reliable method for the study of structural behaviour. A novel modal analysis technique called impact 
synchronous modal analysis (ISMA) was developed using which modal analysis can be performed in the presence of ambient 
forces. However, studies determined that the manual operation of this technique is laborious, time intensive and has limited 
practicality due to the lack of control and knowledge of the impact with respect to the phase angle of the disturbances using 
conventional impact hammer. A fully automated impact device called automated phase controlled impact device (APCID) 
was developed to perform in-service modal analysis with minimum number of impacts. However, large size and heavy weight 
of this device made it unsuitable for real world applications. In this paper, a portable semi-automated impact device is used 
to perform in-service modal analysis. The device uses the conventional manual impact hammer and is equipped with inertial 
measurement unit (IMU). It is operated manually and uses human behaviour recognition along with control of APCID which 
gives indication to impart impact based on human’s physical behaviour. This physical behaviour is recognized by classify-
ing different impact types and predicting impact times using machine learning technique from the inertial sensor data. The 
cyclic load components at 20 Hz and 30 Hz are reduced by 91.2% and 92.5%, respectively, using the proposed ISMA with 
IMU. The extracted modal parameters are also in good correlation with the benchmark, experimental modal analysis data 
as well as the previous work using APCID. All the modes are identified with less than 3% difference in natural frequencies, 
less than 10% difference in damping values and modal assurance criterion values greater than 0.9 for all modes at running 
frequencies of 20 Hz and 30 Hz.

Keywords APCID · ISMA · Human behaviour recognition · Semi-automated impact device · Modal analysis · Machine 
learning

1 Introduction

Vibration is the root cause of many mechanical failures. 
Such failures can be avoided if dynamic properties of a 
structure are known. Modal analysis is a frequently used 
technique to obtain dynamic characteristics of a structure. 

Three parameters namely natural frequencies, mode shapes 
and damping ratios can comprehensively define dynamic 
characteristics of a structure [1]. Various engineering sys-
tems can be described through these modal parameters to 
identify and understand the main cause of vibration prob-
lems. Modal analysis is being used in a number of appli-
cations like troubleshooting, load estimation, validation of 
Finite Element (FE) model, sensitivity analysis, Structural 
Health Monitoring (SHM), damage detection, substructure 
coupling, quantifying and locating damage etc. [1–7].

Two commonly used modal analysis techniques are 
Experimental Modal Analysis (EMA) [8] and Operational 
Modal Analysis (OMA) [9, 10]. In EMA, known impact 
force is used to excite the system and the system needs to be 
in non-operating condition to avoid any unaccounted force. 
However, system shutdown can be very costly in terms of 
production loses especially in industries like petrochemical, 
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oil and gas industries making EMA an unpractical solution 
for such cases. Moreover, using EMA, the system cannot be 
tested under real operating conditions. To avoid such situa-
tions, where production loses are high, the structure under 
testing is too large to be excited artificially or structure need 
to be tested under real operating conditions, OMA is used. 
OMA provides certain benefits over EMA when it comes to 
practicality and user-friendliness. OMA uses ambient excita-
tion instead of artificial excitation as the system input and 
it is performed under actual operating conditions. However, 
the modal parameters extracted using OMA are affected by 
the absence of known input forces as mode shapes obtained 
from OMA cannot be normalized accurately, subsequently 
affecting the mathematical models for further analysis pur-
poses [11].

A novel modal analysis technique called Impact Syn-
chronous Modal Analysis (ISMA) was introduced [12, 13] 
to address the limitations of EMA and OMA. ISMA uses 
known input excitation and structures can be tested under 
their actual operation. Previous studies have shown that 
ISMA has been used successfully to obtain modal param-
eters in rotor and structural dynamic systems during their 
actual operation [13, 14]. ISMA requires sufficient number 
of impacts in order to average out and suppress all the unac-
counted forces [15]. For improved efficiency of ISMA, the 
impact responses and cyclic load components should be 
out of phase. Studies have shown that 4 averages can be 

sufficient to remove disturbances when they are out of phase 
with respect to the impact response for every applied impact 
[16]. From these studies, it was concluded that ISMA’s man-
ual operation is laborious and time intensive (i.e., requires 
hundreds of averages).

In an attempt to rectify the problems of ISMA’s manual 
operation, an automated impact device called Automated 
Phase Controlled Impact Device (APCID) was developed to 
remove cyclic load components with least number of aver-
ages by feeding the phase angle information of responses 
from cyclic load back to the device [17–19]. Using APCID, 
impacts can be applied at the desired time which is always 
out of phase with respect to the phase of response from 
cyclic load. APCID uses a counter as an indication of when 
to impart impact and counter’s time interval Tcounter is deter-
mined by Eq. (1) [18]

where T
∅

 is the phase difference time, Tcycle is time inter-
val of the load cycles, Tdesired is time interval of the desired 
impact, Tlag is the time lag and Toffset is time taken by the 
impact device to impart impact after getting the signal [18].

In ISMA, Impact Synchronous Time Averaging (ISTA) 
[13] is used before performing the Fast Fourier Transform 
(FFT) to filter out all the unknown responses in the time 
domain, leaving only impact device’s response. Using 

(1)Tcounter = T
∅
+ Tcycle + Tdesired − Tlag − Toffset

Fig. 1  Elimination of running speed with ISTA [12]
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ISMA, the responses from unaccounted disturbances are 
eliminated even if they have the same frequency component 
as that contained in the impulse response when the phase 
of disturbance is not consistent with respect to the impact.

In ISTA, impact force signal is used as reference to trigger 
acquisition of the time block. Random noises and harmonic 
disturbances are filtered out by performing block averaging 
on both the impact force signal and response signal due to 
impact for each acquired time block and by taking adequate 
number of averages. As the random noises and harmonic dis-
turbances filters out, only the response due to impact is left 
behind. Effect of ISTA in eliminating cyclic load component 
is shown in Fig. 1 [12].

Studies show that if consecutive impacts are applied at 
180 degrees out of phase, i.e., crest–trough–crest–trough, 
the cyclic load component can be removed with as low as 
4 averages [16, 20]. Using APCID for performing ISMA, 
cyclic load component can be removed with least number 
of averages by imparting consecutive impacts at nearly 180 
degrees out of phase.

Although APCID resolve problems associated with man-
ual operation of ISMA, however its practicality for commer-
cial use is limited. The impact device, its power supply and 
its support structure used in APCID makes it large, heavy 
and unsuitable for commercial use. To fix this problem, the 
mechanical actuator in APCID can be replaced with human 
hand to impart impact while still using the control scheme 
of APCID. However, the accuracy of the control scheme of 
APCID can be seriously affected by the inherited random-
ness in human behaviour. When using APCID, time taken 
by the impact device to impart impact after getting signal 
( Toffset ) is consistent but with manual operation, Toffset would 
be random. This randomness would lead to the problems 
associated with manual operation of ISMA, which lead to 
the development of APCID. However, human behaviour 
can be studied by monitoring human motions using Inertial 
Measurement Unit (IMU) and machine learning can be used 
to compensate for the randomness in behaviour.

IMUs have been successfully used with machine learning 
for monitoring and recognizing human motions/behaviour 

Fig. 2  Test rig with measure-
ment points (black circles)
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Fig. 4  Structural model of the test rig

Fig. 5  Semi-automated Impact 
device
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[21–23]. In a recent study [24], IMU (BNO055) was used 
with Back Propagation Artificial Neural Network (BP ANN) 
to classify 13 different impact types for modal testing and this 
classification machine learning model was then used to predict 
impact time/Toffset of impacts during modal testing. The clas-
sification model gave 96% accuracy in classifying 13 different 
types of impacts in real-time modal testing. The study showed 
that the variation in impact time due to different impact types 
can be reduced 2 to 3 times by successful impact classifica-
tion. The time prediction model developed using classifica-
tion model to compensate for variations of Toffset in APCID 
control represented by Eq. (1) gave mean prediction error of 
5.2% compared to measured impact time for 100 impacts in 
real-time testing.

In an attempt to develop a portable and user-friendly impact 
device for in-service modal analysis, a semi-automated impact 
device is used in this paper to perform ISMA at running fre-
quencies of 20 Hz and 30 Hz. Impacts are imparted by human 
instead of machine and impact time prediction model based 
on IMU data [24] is used to compensate for variations due 
to human behaviour in Toffset . Results are compared against 
the Benchmark, EMA performed at stationary condition and 
ISMA using random impacts, (i.e., impacts imparted ran-
domly without any notification) [12, 13] performed at 20 Hz 
and 30 Hz. The accuracy of the results is also compared to the 
accuracy of the results of ISMA performed using APCID, (i.e., 
ISMA with APCID/fully automated impact device) [18]. The 
semi-automated impact device using IMU and APCID control 
scheme represented by Eq. (1) is also referred to as ISMA with 
IMU in the upcoming sections.

2  Methodology

2.1  Experimental setup

Figure 2 shows the test structure used for modal testing 
which is a lab-scale motor driven rotor fault simulation rig. 
Different machinery faults such as imbalance, misalignment, 
bearing faults can be simulated and the vibration on the 
bearing as well as the entire test structure can be analysed 
as it is usually observed in actual industrial machines. The 
plate acts as the structural skid of this motor driven loaded 
rotor. It is bolted on a C-channel beam and the entire test rig 
is simply supported on rubber pads. Schematic view of the 
test rig in simply supported boundary condition is shown 
in Fig. 3. This test rig can represent a typical motor driven 
machine sitting on the main skid, the modes of interest are 
those modes falling within the operating frequency range of 
the driver motor, i.e., 0–50 Hz in this case, for the evalua-
tion of the dynamic design of the entire machine assembly.

Testing was done at 20 Hz and 30 Hz running frequencies 
of the motor. A roving tri-axial accelerometer (IMI 604B31) 
was used to get the excitation response at different loca-
tions of the test rig by fixing the point of excitation/impact. 
Excitation measurement points are highlighted with black 
circles and numbered in Fig. 2. The structural model of the 
test rig is shown in Fig. 4, where 20 test points/locations 
are labelled with point 1 being the fixed impact point. The 
impacts were imparted along z-axis, (i.e., coordinate axes 
shown in Fig. 4), and response due to impact was recorded 
with tri-axial accelerometer at each of the 20 points for 
each test. Excitation force used to excite the structure was 
20–60 N and rubber tip was used for the impact hammer.

Figure 5 shows the semi-automated impact device used 
for this study. The impact hammer (PCB 086C03) is inte-
grated with Arduino Nano and IMU (BNO055) to predict 
impact time/Toffset based on physical human behaviour using 
BP ANN machine learning model [24]. The predicted impact 
time ( Toffset ) used in Eq. (1) was applied in this study to give 
the indication to the operator to impart impact at the desired 
location. Arduino Nano acquired data from IMU at sampling 
rate of 100 samples/sec.

The excitation and response signals were acquired using 
National Instruments NI USB-9234 data acquisition card at 
sampling rate of 2048 samples/sec. LabVIEW 2013 software 
was used for signal processing of all the signals. The excita-
tion and response signals were acquired in data blocks with 
block size of 2 s (4096 samples). ME`scope software was 
used to draw structural model of the test rig and to extract 
modal parameters. 4096 samples (2 s) of vibration signal 
were used for post-processing. Frequency Response Func-
tions (FRFs) were obtained from modal testing at the 20 
measurement points and the FRFs were overlaid to identify 

Impact location 
(Crest)

Impact location 
(Trough)

Response due 
to Impact

Fig. 6  180 degrees out of phase consecutive impacts (crest and 
trough)
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the modes and estimate their respective modal parameters 
(natural frequencies, damping and mode shapes).

2.2  Testing procedure

EMA was performed at stationary condition of the test rig 
to use as Benchmark. 5 averages were performed at each 
point of the test rig for EMA. ISMA using random impacts 
was performed at 20 Hz and 30 Hz running frequencies of 

the motor. In ISMA using random impacts, impacts were 
imparted randomly like in EMA with random impact loca-
tions. 20 averages were performed at each point of the test 
rig at both 20 Hz and 30 Hz. ISMA with IMU was also per-
formed at 20 Hz and 30 Hz running frequencies of the motor. 
A LED indicator was used in these tests to notify the opera-
tor to impart impact according to the desired impact loca-
tion. The desired impact locations were set as 180 degrees 
out of phase for consecutive impacts (crest and trough) [18, 
25], so that the running frequency cancel out more efficiently 
in averaging leaving behind only response due to impact. 

Fig. 7  FRF estimation for EMA using impact hammer (Benchmark)

Fig. 8  EMA 1st mode 11.48 Hz

Fig. 9  EMA 2nd mode 15.12 Hz
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Figure 6 shows impact locations of consecutive impacts dur-
ing actual testing followed by the response due to impact. 
For ISMA with IMU, 10 averages were taken at each point 
of the test rig for both 20 Hz and 30 Hz of motor running 
frequency.

The semi-automated impact device uses machine learning 
models developed in [24] for human behaviour recognition. 
For impact classification model, impact device orientation 
data during 13 different types of impacts was used for the 
development of impact classification machine learning 
model. The class labels of this model were then used as one 
of the inputs along with reaction time and maximum impact 

speed to predict the impact time ( Toffset ) based on physical 
human behaviour. The results showed good prediction accu-
racy with only about 5% of mean error.

3  Results

3.1  Benchmark EMA

Frequency Response Function (FRF) of the Benchmark 
EMA performed at stationary condition of the test rig is 
shown in Fig. 7.

In the FRF in Fig.  7, 3 modes can be observed at 
11.48 Hz, 15.12 Hz and 25.44 Hz. The mode shapes are 
given in Figs. 8, 9 and 10.

From Figs. 8, 9 and 10, it can be observed that the 1st 
mode is pitching, 2nd mode shape is heaving and  3rd mode 
shape is rolling. Pitching, heaving and rolling are common 
mode shapes to identify form of vibration of a plate like 
structure [26–30].

3.2  ISMA at 20 Hz running frequency with random 
impacts and semi‑automated impact device:

ISMA using random impacts was performed at 20 Hz run-
ning frequency with 20 averages. The resulting FRF is 
shown in Fig. 11.

Fig. 10  EMA 3rd mode 25.44 Hz

Fig. 11  FRF estimation for ISMA using random impacts at 20 Hz (20 averages)
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Figure 11 shows high amplitude peaks at 20 Hz due to 
cyclic load component still present after 20 averages. Mode 
1 and 2 can be observed similar to EMA at 10.86 Hz and 
15.03 Hz, respectively. However, less sensitive  3rd mode 
cannot be observed because it is covered by cyclic load 
component.

ISMA was performed at 20 Hz using semi-automated 
impact device (i.e., ISMA with IMU). The resulting FRFs 
at  1st average, 4 averages and 10 averages are shown in 
Figs. 12, 13 and 14, respectively.

Figure 12 shows that  1st and  2nd modes can be observed in 
the FRF but  3rd mode is covered by the high peaks at 20 Hz 
due to cyclic load component at the start of the test. Fig-
ure 13 shows the FRF after 4 averages and it can be observed 
that the cyclic load component has been reduced signifi-
cantly in just 4 averages from 2.05 m/s2N to 0.32 m/s2N 
with 84.4% suppression and the  3rd mode is starting to show 
up as the cyclic load component is suppressed. Figure 14 
shows the FRF after 10 averages and it can be observed that 
cyclic load component is almost removed with 91.2% sup-
pression (reduction from 2.05 m/s2N to 0.18 m/s2N), and 
the  3rd mode can be observed clearly. From Fig. 14, 3 modes 
can be observed at 11.12 Hz, 14.84 Hz and 24.87 Hz similar 

to EMA. From Figs. 11 and 13, it can be observed that the 
cyclic load component is significantly suppressed with just 
4 averages using semi-automated impact device compared to 
ISMA using random impacts for 20 averages. Mode shapes 
obtained from semi-automated impact device at 20 Hz after 
10 averages are shown in Figs. 15, 16 and 17.

From Figs. 15, 16 and 17, it can be observed that  1st mode 
shape is pitching,  2nd mode shape is heaving and  3rd mode 
shape is rolling, similar to the benchmark EMA.

Summary and comparison of the modal parameters 
extracted from benchmark EMA, ISMA using random 
impacts at 20 Hz, semi-automated impact device at 20 Hz 
and ISMA with APCID [18] at 20 Hz is given in Table 1.

Table  1 shows the natural frequencies and damping 
values of the modes observed in EMA, ISMA using ran-
dom impacts and ISMA with IMU, (i.e., semi-automated 
impact device) at 20 Hz of running frequency. Table 2 gives 
the comparison of the modal parameters with the bench-
mark EMA in terms of percentage difference and Modal 
Assurance Criterion (MAC) values of ISMA using random 
impacts, ISMA with IMU and ISMA with APCID [18] at 
20 Hz. The results of the ISMA with APCID were obtained 
from previous research [18]. Table 2 shows that all the 

Fig. 12  FRF estimation for ISMA using IMU at 20 Hz (1st average)
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Fig. 13  FRF estimation for ISMA using IMU at 20 Hz (4 averages)

modes estimated in EMA are also estimated in ISMA with 
IMU with less than 3% difference in natural frequencies and 
less than 10% difference in damping values for all modes. In 
ISMA using random impacts,  1st and  2nd modes have natural 
frequencies close to EMA while  3rd mode is not estimated 
due to presence of large cyclic load component at 20 Hz. 
The damping value of the  1st mode is close to EMA, but the 
damping value of the  2nd mode is a little off with a differ-
ence of around 19% compared to EMA. Table 2 also shows 
correlation of mode shapes against EMA using MAC val-
ues. High correlation of mode shapes is observed for all 
modes for both ISMA using random impacts and ISMA with 
IMU with values greater than 0.91. However, since  3rd mode 
was not estimated in ISMA using random impacts, there is 
no MAC value for the  3rd mode. Moreover, Table 2 shows 
results of ISMA with APCID against EMA [18], an alternate 
approach used to make ISMA more efficient compared to 
ISMA using random impacts at the expense of portability 
by using fully automated impact device. It can be observed 
that all the 3 modes observed in EMA were also observed 
in ISMA with APCID with modal parameter accuracies and 
MAC values are comparable to ISMA with IMU. In fact, the 
damping values obtained from ISMA with IMU are a little 
better overall compared to ISMA with APCID.

3.3  ISMA at 30 Hz running frequency with random 
impacts and semi‑automated impact device

ISMA using random impacts was performed at 30 Hz run-
ning frequency with 20 averages. The resulting FRF is 
shown in Fig. 18.

Figure 18 shows high amplitude peaks at 30 Hz due to 
cyclic load component still present after 20 averages. While 
first 2 modes are present at 10.97 Hz and 14.9 Hz, the less 
sensitive  3rd mode cannot be observed as it is covered up by 
the cyclic load component.

ISMA was performed at 30 Hz using semi-automated 
impact device, (i.e., ISMA with IMU). The resulting FRFs at 
 1st average, 4 averages and 10 averages are shown in Fig. 19, 
20 and 21, respectively.

Figure 19 shows the FRF at the start of the test where 
 1st and  2nd modes can be observed but  3rd mode is covered 
by the high peaks at 30 Hz due to cyclic load component. 
Figure 20 shows the FRF after 4 averages and it can be 
observed that the cyclic load component has been reduced 
significantly in just 4 averages from 2.4 m/s2N to 0.35 m/s2N 
with 85.4% suppression and the  3rd mode is starting to show 
up as the cyclic load component is suppressed. Figure 21 
shows the FRF after 10 averages and it can be observed that 
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cyclic load component is almost removed with 92.5% sup-
pression (reduction from 2.05 m/s2N to 0.18 m/s2N), and 
the  3rd mode can be observed clearly. From Fig. 21, 3 modes 
can be observed at 11.18 Hz, 14.95 Hz and 25.15 Hz similar 
to EMA. From Figs. 18 and 20, it can be observed that the 
cyclic load component is significantly suppressed with just 
4 averages using semi-automated impact device compared to 
ISMA using random impacts for 20 averages. Mode shapes 

obtained from semi-automated impact device at 30 Hz after 
10 averages are shown in Figs. 22, 23 and 24.

From Figs. 22, 23 and 24, it can be observed that  1st mode 
shape is pitching,  2nd mode shape is heaving and  3rd mode 
shape is rolling, similar to the benchmark EMA.

Summary and comparison of the modal parameters 
extracted from Benchmark EMA, ISMA using random 
impacts at 30 Hz, semi-automated impact device at 30 Hz 

Fig. 15  Semi-automated Impact device 1st mode at 20 Hz
Fig. 16  Semi-automated Impact device 2nd mode at 20 Hz

Fig. 14  FRF estimation for ISMA using IMU at 20 Hz (10 averages)
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and ISMA with APCID [18] at 30 Hz is given in Tables 3 
and 4.

Natural frequencies and damping values of the modes 
estimated in EMA, ISMA using random impacts and ISMA 
with IMU, (i.e., semi-automated impact device) at 30 Hz 
running frequency are given in Table 3. Comparison of the 
modal parameters with the benchmark EMA in terms of per-
centage difference and Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) 
values of ISMA using random impacts, ISMA with IMU 
and ISMA with APCID [18] at 30 Hz is given in Table 4. 
From Table 4 it can be observed that all the modes esti-
mated in EMA are also estimated in ISMA with IMU with 
less than 3% difference in natural frequencies and less than 
8% difference in damping values for all modes. Similar to 
the results at 20 Hz,  1st and  2nd modes in ISMA using ran-
dom impacts have natural frequencies close to EMA with no 
estimation of  3rd mode due to presence of large cyclic load 
component at 30 Hz. The damping value of the  2nd mode is 
close to EMA, but the damping value of the  1st mode shows 

large deviation with a difference of around 23% compared to 
EMA. Correlation of the mode shapes compared to EMA is 
also given in Table 4 using MAC values. High correlation of 
mode shapes is observed for all modes for both ISMA using 
random impacts and ISMA with IMU with values greater 
than 0.95. However, there is no MAC value for  3rd mode 
in ISMA using random impacts since the  3rd mode was not 
estimated. Moreover, Table 4 shows results of ISMA with 
APCID against EMA [18]. It can be observed that all the 3 
modes observed in EMA were also observed in ISMA with 
APCID with modal parameter accuracies and MAC values 
comparable to ISMA with IMU overall. However, similar 
to the results at 20 Hz, the damping values obtained from 
ISMA with IMU are a little better overall compared to ISMA 
with APCID.

3.4  Discussion

Overall, by using semi-automated impact device in per-
forming ISMA, in-service modal analysis can be per-
formed in a portable and user-friendly manner. The results 
have shown that just 4 averages can suppress the distur-
bances significantly and 10 averages are sufficient to elimi-
nate the disturbances as the phase of disturbance changes 
by nearly 180 degrees for each average with respect to the 
impact, which makes this semi-automated impact device a 
viable option for in-service modal analysis. The less sensi-
tive  3rd mode appeared with as low as 4 averages using this 
device compared to ISMA using random impacts where 
 3rd mode did not appear after 20 averages. The natural fre-
quencies of the modes obtained are close to the benchmark 
EMA with less than 3% difference for all the modes. The 
damping values of the modes obtained are also similar to 
EMA; however, for  1st mode the difference in damping 

Fig. 17  Semi-automated Impact device 3rd mode at 20 Hz

Table 1  Summary of modal 
parameters extracted using 
Benchmark EMA (BM), ISMA 
using random Impacts (A), 
ISMA with IMU (B) at 20 Hz

Modes Natural frequency (Hz) Damping (%)

BM A B BM A B

1 11.48 10.86 11.14 9.054 8.363 8.187
2 15.12 15.03 14.91 4.334 5.165 4.308
3 25.44 – 24.77 4.504 – 4.321

Table 2  Comparison of modal parameters extracted using Benchmark EMA (BM), ISMA using random Impacts (A), ISMA with IMU (B) and 
ISMA with APCID (C)[18] at 20 Hz

Modes Difference (%) MAC values

Natural frequency (Hz) Damping

BM vs A BM vs B BM vs C [18] BM vs A BM vs B BM vs C[18] BM vs A BM vs B BM vs C[18]

1 5.4 2.96 3.67 7.63 9.57 3.71 0.937 0.989 0.988
2 0.59 1.38 0.60 19.17 0.6 23.93 0.952 0.984 0.976
3 - 2.63 0 – 4.06 15.83 – 0.915 0.964
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Fig. 18  FRF estimation for ISMA using random impacts at 30 Hz (20 averages)

Fig. 19  FRF estimation for ISMA using IMU at 30 Hz (1st average)
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is more than 5% at both 20 Hz and 30 Hz motor running 
frequencies. The possible reason could be the changes in 
boundary condition of the test rig when the measurements 
were taken during operating condition [18]. The results 
show MAC values of greater than 0.9 for all modes at 
both 20 Hz and 30 Hz, which shows highly correlated and 
consistent mode shapes [31]. However, in ISMA using 
random impacts, there is no MAC value of  3rd mode since 
it could not be estimated at both 20 Hz and 30 Hz. While 
the MAC values for  1st and  2nd modes in ISMA using ran-
dom impacts are greater than 0.9, they are less than their 
respective MAC values in ISMA with IMU tests at both 
20 Hz and 30 Hz, which shows better correlation of mode 
shapes obtained for first 2 modes from ISMA with IMU 
compared to ISMA using random impacts.

Previously, a fully automated impact device called 
APCID was used to perform ISMA as an efficient alternative 
to ISMA using random impacts [18]. However, the efficiency 
of this device came at the expense of portability. In APCID, 
desired impact locations are determined automatically using 
Eq. (1) and then the structure is excited automatically with-
out human intervention. The semi-automated device pre-
sented in this paper also determines desired impact location 
automatically using Eq. (1) but allows the human to excite 

the structure manually to improve practicality of the device 
by removing actuator, its power supply and support struc-
ture of APCID. Using Eq. (1), the semi-automated device 
gives visual indication to the human to excite the structure 
and uses IMU with machine learning models to dynami-
cally adjust Toffset in Eq. (1) to compensate for the random-
ness in human behaviour compared to consistent machine 
behaviour.

From Tables 2 and 4, it can be observed that the accu-
racy of the semi-automated impact device (i.e., ISMA 
with IMU) in terms of modal parameter estimation and 
MAC values is comparable to the fully automated impact 
device, (i.e., ISMA with APCID) with the advantage of 
better portability. In fact, overall accuracy of damping 
values of the semi-automated impact device is better than 
the fully automated impact device. The possible reason for 
this difference could be the manual application of ample 
force to excite all the modes properly in semi-automated 
impact device compared to a limited fixed force applied 
depending on the actuator and support structure, which 
may not excite all the modes properly. Another possible 
reason could be the change in testing and boundary condi-
tions as the tests were performed at different times with 
different impact devices.

Fig. 20  FRF estimation for ISMA using IMU at 30 Hz (4 averages)
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4  Conclusion

Lack of knowledge and control of impact with respect to 
the phase angle of the disturbance in ISMA using ran-
dom impacts limited its practicality and effectiveness 
for in-service modal analysis as it required a large num-
ber of impacts. APCID was developed, which provided 

knowledge and control of impact with respect to the phase 
angle of the disturbance. While this automated impact 
device was able to perform ISMA with minimum number 
of averages, its heavy weight and large size owing to its 
support structure made it unpractical for real life/indus-
trial applications. APCID control scheme can be used with 
manual impacts but Toffset , (i.e., impact time) in APCID, 

Fig. 21  FRF estimation for ISMA using IMU at 30 Hz (10 averages)

Fig. 22  Semi-automated impact device 1st mode at 30 Hz

Fig. 23  Semi-automated impact device 2nd mode at 30 Hz
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which is consistent with fully automated device, can vary 
depending on factors like reaction time, impact speed and 
type of impact owing to the randomness in human behav-
iour. Due to these variations, impacts cannot be imparted 
at desired locations, which makes the end product similar 
to ISMA using random impacts.

In this paper, a semi-automated impact device is used 
to perform ISMA in operating conditions. The device uses 
manual impacts for portability and practicality by avoiding 
bulky support structure of APCID, (i.e., fully automated 

device), control scheme of APCID to get knowledge of 
impact with respect to the phase angle of the disturbance 
and IMU for development of machine learning models for 
physical human behaviour recognition, (i.e., prediction 
of impact time), making it user friendly by reducing the 
number of averages required to estimate modal parameters 
accurately.

The results showed that the semi-automated impact 
device estimated modal parameters accurately with less 
than 3% difference in natural frequencies and less than 
10% difference in damping values compared to the bench-
mark EMA for all modes at 20 Hz and 30 Hz running 
frequencies, and cyclic load component was reduced by 
91.2% and 92.5% at 20 Hz and 30 Hz, respectively. Good 
correlation of mode shapes with EMA was also found 
with MAC values of over 0.9 for all modes. The accuracy 
of the results of performing ISMA using semi-automated 
impact device is also comparable to the use of fully auto-
mated impact device, (i.e., ISMA with APCID) with over-
all better estimation of damping values while providing 
better portability.

From the results, it can be concluded that the proposed 
semi-automated impact device is a portable, user friendly 
and practical device and is a viable solution to perform 
in-service modal analysis with known input on mechani-
cal structures.

Fig. 24  Semi-automated impact device 3rd mode at 30 Hz

Table 3  Summary of modal 
parameters extracted using 
Benchmark EMA (BM), ISMA 
using random Impacts (A), 
ISMA with IMU (B) at 30 Hz

Modes Natural frequency (Hz) Damping (%)

BM A B BM A B

1 11.48 10.97 11.18 9.054 6.97 8.367
2 15.12 14.9 14.95 4.334 4.365 4.297
3 25.44 – 25.15 4.504 – 4.569

Table 4  Comparison of modal parameters extracted using Benchmark EMA (BM), ISMA using random Impacts (A), ISMA with IMU (B) and 
ISMA with APCID (C)[18] at 30 Hz

Modes Difference (%) MAC values

Natural frequency (Hz) Damping

BM vs A BM vs B BM vs C [18] BM vs A BM vs B BM vs C [18] BM vs A BM vs B BM vs C [18]

1 4.44 2.61 4.59 23.02 7.59 0.24 0.954 0.991 0.988
2 1.45 1.12 1.2 0.71 0.85 14.86 0.982 0.991 0.97
3 – 1.14 0.44 – 1.44 6.24 – 0.978 0.98
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